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Advances in natural language processing (NLP) and unsupervised learning have recently 
enabled the long-expected synergy between true “big data“ and analytics based on machine 
learning (ML). The ability to reliably generate structured data from unstructured electronic 
health records (EHRs) such as free text reports, document scans, or unlabelled medical im-
aging has on the one hand allowed development of algorithms based on until recently un-
seen amounts of data, spanning entire hospital or even national populations, and not just 
databases compiled by human experts. On the other hand, the capacity to primarily gener-
ate structured reports from unstructured raw EHRs has proven valuable for hospital ana-
lytics, epidemiological studies, and systematic reviews.

In their narrative review, Schwartz et al.1 report on the utilization of EHRs in spine sur-
gery through ML techniques. The authors are to be commended for their detailed descrip-
tion of data types commonly found in EHRs, learning concepts to generate structured data 
(such as NLP and machine vision), applications of ML for prognosis and prediction, and fi-
nally the challenges inherent to using unstructured data from EHRs in medical practice 
and research. As the authors show, there is no question that ML is already starting to affect 
surgical practice relevantly in many aspects. Especially the advent of open source algorithms 
provided by today’s tech giants have largely democratized the development of ML models, 
and as the authors summarize, this has led to an explosion of publications reporting such 
algorithms. Still, it is important to preserve the methodological quality of papers utilizing 
ML techniques, which is often not the case. For example, the authors touch on the issue of 
ensuring generalizability through robust training structures (i.e., some form of resampling) 
and external validation, before models are rolled out into clinical practice.

We especially value that the authors discuss the problem of uninterpretable “black box” 
models.2 Currently, many groups are applying complex ML algorithms to relatively small 
patient samples and for relatively simple tasks. While this might lead to slight benefits in 
model performance, these complex models (such as deep neural networks for nonimaging 
applications) are often typical “black box” models with a total loss of the ability to explain 
what factors lead the algorithm to make a certain decision. Explicability is – unfortunately 
– often traded in for a small and likely irrelevant increase in model accuracy. Especially in 
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today’s medicolegal arena, the ability to justify and explain a 
model’s decisions will become more crucial, and therefore mod-
el selection should not only be guided by performance measures, 
but also by algorithm explicability.

Legal and ethical implications are also at the forefront of the 
discussion on ML in medicine. For example, it is as of yet un-
clear how federal agencies will regulate the development, distri-
bution, and clinical application of ML algorithms. This is espe-
cially true for predictive analytics. The authors make one very 
interesting point on this topic: Algorithmic outcome prediction 
may put minorities, or other, specific patients with e.g. less fa-
vorably predicted outcome or abnormally high predicted re-
source utilization at disadvantage. Already now, in the early 
stages of implementing ML into clinical practice, we should 
make sure that selective treatment based on predictive analytics 
is used to identify the optimal healthcare plan for patients, but 
– on the contrary – that this power is not “misused” by insur-
ance companies to withhold (costly) care for those in dire need 
of it.

In the context of structuring EHR data, NLP plays a primary 
role. While in the past, clinical research was based on data man-
ually extracted by medical students, residents, and other medi-
cal personnel—often associated with massive inter- and intra-
rater disagreement3—in the future, larger amounts of data can 
be more accurately and reproducibly extracted using NLP. Aside 
from the many applications of NLP that the authors mention in 
their narrative review, Buchlak et al.4 show that NLP can also 
help in neurosurgical research through automated classification 
of search results in systematic reviews. Furthermore, it has been 
estimated that 18% of cancer trials fail to recruit even half of the 
required the sample size or are shut down early because of poor 
recruitment.5 Even in this situation, NLP has proven valuable in 
identifying patients from EHRs who are both eligible and likely 
to participate in a given trial, as e.g., the investigators of a large 
breast cancer trial did to increase recruitment speed.6 In the field 
of spine care, Huhdanpaa et al.7 show that NLP can be used to 
identify all patients with Modic type 1 endplate changes for clini-
cal research. Lastly, it has to be mentioned that inclusion of pop-
ulation- or hospital-level big data potentially reduces the in-
equalities commonly seen in medical research: Around 90% of 
trial participants worldwide are white, and it has been suggested 
that NLP-powered patient matching could lead to more diverse 
trial cohorts, democratizing access to state-of-the-art clinical 
trials.8

The authors mention that, according to an IBM report,9 90% 
of medical big data consist of imaging files. While it may cer-

tainly be true that the majority of big data measured in terms of 
file size is imaging data, a large part of the radiological rating 
tasks to which ML have been applied with correct evaluation 
methodology have actually not demonstrated a significant per-
formance increase compared to human experts, especially be-
cause often clinically irrelevant findings are produced.10,11 In 
our opinion, it can currently be said that the most interesting 
applications of machine vision to medical imaging do not nec-
essarily lie within diagnostics or other tasks that human experts 
can perform as well, but rather within tasks that humans can-
not ordinarily perform. Examples for this are the extraction of 
radiomic features such as genomic alterations from magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI),12 conversion of musculoskeletal MRI 
to computed tomography,13 or to reduce the amount of Gado-
linium contrast agent for MRI scans.14 Furthermore, machine 
vision can help to prevent wrong-level spine surgery.15 These 
innovative tasks are often those at which algorithms can demon-
strably outperform human experts, and we expect the clinically 
relevant novelties to be within this realm. We also appreciate 
the author’s attempts to also explain the terms artificial intelli-
gence (AI) and ML, and would like to add that generally it can 
be said that when the term AI is used, learning methods that 
acquire general capabilities are meant, whereas ML refers to 
learning techniques for very specific tasks (such as prediction 
of proximal junctional kyphosis after spinal fusion). We thus 
recommend to refrain from the term “AI,” which is often very 
liberally used, when actually speaking about ML, under which 
most published applications of learning techniques in spine 
surgery currently would fall, taking the definitions strictly. Also, 
the article is not a systematic review, and as such, a number of 
contributions to the literature with relevance to the current dis-
cussion may not have been included. Nonetheless, the overview 
provided by Schwartz et al.1 enable a thorough examination of 
the current trends in ML applications to EHR utilization.

In the near future, we expect 2 main rationales for the use of 
ML in conjunction with EHRs: First, to automatically leverage 
structured big datasets from unstructured raw EHRs using learn-
ing techniques such as NLP, which then allows for adequate 
training of diagnostic, prognostic, or predictive ML algorithms. 
Here, generation of these ML algorithms—which require struc-
tured data—from unstructured EHRs is the primary goal. And 
second, to generate structured reports from unstructured raw 
EHRs for evaluation, research, and assistance in clinical prac-
tice. Both applications would be impossible without structuring 
previously unstructured data, and both are exciting and encour-
aging examples of how new technologies can be translated from 
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pure in-silico research applications to real-world benefits in 
daily clinical practice.
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Title: Figures at the seaside 
Artist: Pablo Piccaso
Year: 1931
A series of bizarre erotic beach scenes, including The Kiss, was painted in the 

summer of 1931 at Picasso’s French Riviera vacation resort, Juan-les-Pins. 
Said to be inspired by the 50-year-old painter’s liaison with 19-year-old 
model, Marie-Therese Walter, the grotesque nature of the depicted forms 
reduces this moment of intimate contact to a level of crudity, probably 
more representative of his deteriorating relationship with his wife, Olga. 
The praying mantis-like head of the two figures was a popular image with 
the Surrealists because the perverse concept of the female insect eating her 
mate after intercourse provided another visual metaphor of the ‘life and 
death’ paradox. Here, the heads incorporate Picasso’s obscene vagina 
dentatta teeth imagery, as well as penile tongues

More information: https://www.pablopicasso.org/figures-at-the-seaside.jsp
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